


Guide Summary
TOPICS TO COVER

Topic 1: What to ask yourself when it
comes to meals out. Do you know your
goals and values ? 
Topic 2: How journalling can help and what
the evidence says.
Topic 3: Making smarter choices/ Do you
need to track?
Topic 4: The Role of Mindful Eating.
Topic 5: How to move forward afterwards
without guilt, shame or regret. 



Purpose of this
guide

My aim is to always ensure that you are
equipped with all of the information
necessary to make informed decisions and
live a healthy and happy lifestyle. 
This means being able to put your social
connections and social l i fe to the front while
also caring for your nutrit ional health. 

It doesn't have to be one or the other.

Has ' l i festyle' and 'health' got lost along the
way? 



Purpose of
this guide

A healthy and happy life will also include eating
some foods in moderation. 

 
Through this guide, I not only want you to feel as
though you have the tools to manage meals out,
nights away with friends and family etc with ease,

but also are able to ask questions to yourself,
know your values, your goals and importantly how

to move on afterwards. 



"I'm cutting out all junk food, I really
need to lose some weight"

There is an issue with that statement.
 It 's clouded in restriction, categorising
foods as good or bad and to be quite
honest, it 's pretty shite. Who doesn't want
pizza, or burgers, or fresh
croissants????? 

Wouldn't it be better to learn how we can have these
foods while reaching our goals, free from guilt, shame,

worry, and NOT hitting the infamaous 'fuck it button'
(yes I know you know the button). 



TOPIC 1 - Acting in line with
your values

WHAT  ARE  YOUR  VALUES?
What do you want to live by? How do you

want to show up? What matters most to

you. Knowing your values helps you make

decisions and how to act in different

situations. 

 Your values are the things that you

believe are important in the way you live

your life.
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They (should help) determine your priorities, and,
deep down, they're probably the measures you
use to tell if your life is turning out the way you
want it to, if you're doing what matters to you. 
When the things that you do and the way you
behave match your values, life is usually good –

you're satisfied and content. 
 

But when these actions don't align with your
personal values (incongruent), that's when things

feel... wrong. This can be a real source of
unhappiness.

This is why making a conscious effort to identify
your values is so important.

 
So if you value health, and fatloss could improve

health markers, yet every weekend you buy
takeaways and binge drink alcohol ... you are not

acting in congruence with your values.
 



LOOK AT YOUR TOP 3 VALUES AND ASK YOURSELF "IF YOU WERE
TO SATISFY ONE OF THOSE WHICH WOULD YOU CHOOSE?" 

For example, if you chose belonging and you have moved

somewhere new and started a new job, you may choose going to

a group class or meeting someone from work for a drink or meal

rather than working extra late all the time or skip a gym sessions

to meet them.  

WHAT ARE YOUR VALUES. TRY
AND IDENTIFY 3-5
Health                       Loyalty               Security 

Education                 Love                   Curiosity                    

Happiness                Growth              Strength

Career                       Compassion   Committment

Adventure                Belonging           Courage



It may sound silly or cliché when we speak about values,
but you have all experienced feeling down at times about

something you have done or not done,
 

Be that not getting in your sessions, or not taking time out for
self care, whatever it is, you have experienced this, and more
than likely it is because you didn't understand values, you did

not prioritise you, your goals or values and now that can change. 



"But what do I choose? I want to
make progress but I don't want to
not go out"
Compromise - It does not have to be all or nothing
!!! 
Thinking that if you go out you 'have to' eat all 3/4
courses and drink and get all the sides is something
worth rethinking. 

Do you need it? 
Or are you just used to going out and always going
INNN on the food as you don't know when you'll
have that food next. 
Why not choose 2 courses instead of 3 or 4
Choose the spirits and low cal beers over copius
cocktails.
Maybe you need to look at where you are right now
re relationship with food. 



"But what do I choose? I want
to make progress but I don't
want to not go out"

Some SACRIFICE may be needed.

Maybe that's not what you want to hear.

And cue 'but Gráinne you said balance and
living' ....

Yes I did, but if 'living' for you means going

90 every weekend and never accounting for

weekends, or never paying attention to

them, then you do need some sacrifice,

Task: Stop right now and ask is this you because
if so ... it's probably why you aren't seeing as
much progress as you'd like.



Self Development
30%

Work 
20%

Social Connections
20%

Aesthetic Goals/ Appearance
20%

Hobbies
10%

Current
Values

LIVING IN
CONGRUENCE
WITH YOUR
VALUES
It seems voodoo right up

until the point where you

do this task and realise

you're doing everything

for others and not for you. 

Draw your own pie. Draw one that represents your life right now. Be
honest. Then, draw a pie of the way you would like your life to look
like. Is there a difference btween the now and what you would like? 

If there is ... what can you do to make them more equal? 



 

Do you get upset with yourself after a meal out?
Or a weekend away or an untracked time? 

If you know your values, live by them and accept them, then you can't be upset about
the choices you make, be it deciding to be the designated driver or choosing 4 courses

and losing count of how many drinks you have. You will be happy either way.

It is ALWAYS your choice. Stop blaming others. You are in the driver seat. Start to
accept that. Own that.



Topic 2: Can
Journalling help? 

AND HOW DO WE TAKE
ADVANTAGE OF IT?



How journalling can help. 
Writing about stressful or traumatic events has been found to be
related to decreased distress and depression, improvements in
self-reported health, psychological well-being, physiological well-
being and general functioning.
(Ullrich, M. et al.  2002). 

For some,eating out or being out of routine can be a stressor so
written disclosure can be of benefit rather than suppressing the
stress or anxiety you may feel. 

How does it work?
 
Allows the expressing of emotions.
Release of pathognomonic tension.
In a safe environment, can enhance feelings of control and
mastery over a traumatic event.
Can help desensitise and form an association with an event that
doesn't bring fear/worry. 
Other theories have looked at how focusing on the emotional side
of events can help bring the cognitive work and allow for positive
growth post experience. 

NOT VOODOO
WHO KNEW 



One study using a writen intervention of a stressful event;
1st group focused on emotional expression (focus on their deepest
feelings of a distressing event they faced), 

2nd group focused on cognitive processing during their written disclosure
(they discussed feelings & how they tried to make sense of and undestand
the situation, what they told themselves about it to help them deal with it)

The control group wrote about factual based trauma events in the media. 
(n=122) Participants were randonly assigned to a group.

They were instructed to write at least twice a week for at least 10
minutes.

Topics of journals included death of a family member (24%), romantic
relationship diff iculties (23%), family conflict (14%), academic diff iculties
(8%), family member with a serious i l lness (6%), personal physical or
mental i l lness (3%), or more than one of the above topics (14%).

How journalling can help. NOT VOODOO
WHO KNEW 



How journalling can help. NOT VOODOO
WHO KNEW 

Results;
At baseline, there were no significant differences between the participants.

Positive growth significantly increased among the cognitions and emotions group (p <
0.05) between Time 1 and Time 2. 

 
Positive growth did not change significantly over the course of the study in either the

control group or the emotional expression group.
Members of the cognitions and emotions group and the control group reported no
significant changes over time in severity of illness symptoms whereas those in the

emotional expression group saw an increase in severity of illness symptoms. 
C&E group saw increases in positive growth from trauma over time, whereas the other

two groups showed no change. 
Participants in the emotional expression group reported more physical illness during

the study than those in the other two groups.
 
 
 (Ullrich, M. et al. 2002). 



How journalling can help.
Continued

NOT VOODOO
WHO KNEW 

(Ullrich, M. et al. 2002). 

Sample n=70 
Participants in the PAJ intervention condition were asked to complete Web-based
writing sessions for 15 min on 3 days each week for the duration of the 12-week

study. 
During each Web-based writing session, participants wrote a journal entry on 1 of the

7 commonly used positive affect prompts (eg, What are you thankful for? What did
someone else do for you?) 

Results indicated that the PAJ intervention reduced mental distress and
improved well-being.

 Intervention group reported lower HADS-A (Hospital Anxiety and Depression
Scale) at all 3 assessments (at the end of months 1 through 3), more resilience
at the end of month 2, less perceived stress at all 3 assessment points, and a
greater percentage (ie, 56.3% vs 31.3%) of participants reported better mental

health at the end of the first month, relative to baseline 
(Smyth et al. 2018)



NOT VOODOO
WHO KNEW What can this tell us as to our Relationship with Food and if Eating Out/

Being out of routine etc negatively impacts us? 

(Ullrich, M. et al. 2002). 

When we think back on a stressful event / time where food was involved or an
event which left food as being the crutch, engaging both cognitions and
emotions while journaling about the experience can raise awareness of the
benefits of the event. 
Potential benefits for persons who engage in deliberate, effortful thinking about
the event are more likely to experience meaningful shifts in values, priorities, or
perspectives in response to the event. 
Creating a coherent explanation for a stressful/traumatic event may help restore
self-efficacy and mastery and add meaning to the event.
Suggests that engagement of both cognitions and emotions while journaling
about a stressful or traumatic experience can raise awareness of the benefits of
the event. In contrast, focusing solely on the emotional aspects of traumas may
not produce a greater understanding of traumatic events. Similarly, the passage
of time alone does not seem to facilitate positive growth from a traumatic event.





If this was a salad, no one would not bat
an eye. 

But after this food, 
You feel fat.
You believe you have done something
wrong.
You have ruined your progress.
You believe weight gain is inevitable.

But you have never asked yourself why you
think this?? Nor have you tried to
rationalise it or question if it's true.
So yes we try journalling. 



WE DEMONISE THESE FOODS... 

Only to end up growing up and living in a constant
negative narrative when we consume these foods. It

can never be just food. There always has to be a
"god the diet starts tomorrow' or "roll me home" 

Does it help us? 
No. 

Does it ADD anything too our lives?
No.

So then why do you insist on giving so much value to
these foods. Why is there a wrong and rght? A good
or bad? A healthy or unhealthy? A fattening vs lean

food. Just why...? 



So what can you do? How can
journalling help? 

By communicating how you

feel to yourself, before you eat

anything,  you can

acknowledge you do give this

food some power. You have a

chance. to let it dictate your

thoughts and emotions or not. 

You can start to hold the

power. 

You can also journal after. I

advise both. 

STEP 1 STEP 2 STEP 3 STEP 4 

ASK YOURSELF ARE YOU
THOUGHTS FACT OR

FEELING?
If you do think this food

will make you 'blow up' so
to speak and ruin your
progress, ask yourself

what evidence have you
to support this? Do you

have any?
 
 

Ask yourself how DO you want feel
around this food. 

Good? Content? Zero stress or
fear? 

How can you achieve that? 
Pacticing midful eating. Actively

pushing calories and macros out of
your head. Avoiding body checking

after.

Take some time after, a few
hours or a day. Ask yourself how
you feel at that present moment.
Ask did anything you fear would
happen actually happen? Did it

come through? Have you
changed? Have you just 'got fat'.

Acknowledge that nothing has
changed eating this food. Doing
this can help break down over

time, the power you give to
these foods over your thoughts

and feelings. 



I don't expect you to suddenly
journal once and feel 'free'

BUT IT'S A START.
AND ITS GOING TO BREAK DOWN
THE NEGATIVE CONNOTATIONS
OVER TIME, 

SO THAT YOU CAN: 

EAT THE CAKE AND SMILE, 
GRAB THE BREAD OFF THE TABLE
WITHOUT A SECOND THOUGHT.

IF YOU CANNOT DO THESE THINGS
RIGHT NOW, THEN YES
JOURNALLING IS WORTH A TRY. 



Challenges you may face
NOT WANTING TO TRY THE ACTIVITIES AND HAVING RESISTANCE. 

NOT TAKING THE TIME TO DO THESE I.E. JOURALING, WRITING
OR VERBALLY JOURNALLING. 

"I DON'T HAVE TIME"
 
 

ONE OF THE BIGGEST CHALLENGES IS ... BEING HONEST WITH
YOURSELF. 

YOU HAVE TO FIRST REALISE THAT YOU DO HAVE THE NEGATIVE
THOUGHTS AND WANT TO OVERCOME THEM.

 
UNTIL YOU ARE HONEST WITH YOURSELF, NOTHING CHANGES. 



CAN TRACKING BE HELPFUL  

YES. 

Social media can get divided on this.

The pro trackers and the serious anti

trackers. I'm squashed right in the

middle like the middle seat in the car,

bloody wedged. 

The 'grey area'

DO YOU HAVE TO TRACK?

No. You have to do what is best for you

and for some people tracking is not

helpful and for others it really is. There

isn't a one size fits all. Coaching can

help with this. 

When you see people be so one sided

online ... run 

TOPIC 3: Do we
need to track and
making smarter
choices. 



Knowledege/Awareness

Can help make
amendments in the
day/week to help achieve
your goal

Less frustration
as to your
progress - more
honest wth
yourself

Why can
tracking be

beneficial
when it comes
to meals out/

drinks out etc? 



May cause
stress/anxiety

Frustration with
self -
Compensation/
Isolation 

Why might
tracking not

be beneficial? Perfectionist tendancies/
Followed by restriction 

**Understanding both sides to everything is so important so that it is
NOT black and white. You need to be aware of what your biases are
and not project them onto others or your clients. Taking one stance

and not seeing the whole story doesn't help anyone. 



Aside from tracking and with
tracking, what can we do?

To have a good time
Enjoy yourself 
Be at peace with food
Be alligned with your goals

The aim?
Make swaps
Choose 2/4 e.g. starter & main or main & drinks, main,
drinks and share desert. 
Go for lean meat options e.g. grilled/baked
Be mindful that fried/deep fried/ battered will be higher in
calories.
Ask for sauces on the side - portion control
Ask for a side of veggies, share chips.
Eat BEFORE you head for your meal.
Factor the meal into your calories for the day/week.

Practical things you can do



Say no to the extras on the table e.g. bread
Choose what you actually would eat and like (might
seem contradicting)
Be the last to finish at the table
TAKE YOUR TIME
Take a break in the middle, engage in conversation.
Don't follow the crowd.
Prioritize proteins, fruits, veggies and fibre earlier that
day.
PRACTICE MINDFUL EATING

Practical things you can do continued

Aside from tracking and with
tracking, what can we do?



TOPIC 3: Mindful
Eating

FOCUS ON:  

WHAT IS MINDFUL EATING.

WHAT IT IS NOT.

WHY CAN IT BE HELPFUL?.

HOW CAN WE START TO
IMPLEMENT IT FOR OURSELVES
AND FOR CLIENTS? 



TARGET
MARKET 5

Presentations are

communication tools

that can be used as

demonstrations.

WHAT IS MINDFUL
EATING ?

Mindful Eating

Mindful Eating consists of "making conscious food choices,
developing an awareness of physical vs. psychological

hunger and satiety cues and eating healthily in response to
those cues" (Warren et al. 2017)

Conceptualised as "being aware of the present moment when
one is eating, paying close attention to the effect of the food on
the senses, and noting the physical and emotional sensations

in response to eating" 
(Warren et al. 2017; Moor et al. 2013)

It is a non judgemental awareness of physical and emotional
sesnations associated with eating. 

It is a LEARNED skill. Mindful eating has the question of the
awareness of 'why we eat' and it can be helpful in weight loss

or a maintance skills (Framson et al. 2009).



WHAT MINDFUL
EATING IS NOT ?

TARGET
MARKET 5

Presentations are

communication tools

that can be used as

demonstrations.

Mindful Eating
It's not what we typically see when it comes to weight loss

interventions - Not about meal plans or numbers.
We lose that structure. Think about that. Why do some

people sruggle to let go of calories and MFP? ... the control

How Can
Mindful Eating

help? 

Works by increasing awareness of internal rather than
external cues to eat. Mindful Eating and Mindfullness has the

potential to address problematic eating behaviours and
challenges people face with controlling their food intake. 

The aim is to allow for an environment that encourages
curiosity, interest, acceptance of the experiences and free

from self-criticism and judgement
 (Baer & Krietemeyer 2006)



WHAT IS MINDFUL
EATING ?

Mindful Eating

How can mindful
eating help? 

Mindful Eating
 Awareness of physical sensations

Awareness of thoughts & feelings related to eating
Acceptance and Non-Judgement of sensations, thoughts,

feelings and body.
Awareness & step by step change of daily patterns and eating

habits. 

Mindful Intervention developed by Albers et al. (2012) had 5
key components

1.
2.
3.
4.

5.

Reduction in the frequency & intensity of binge eating, both in
overweight/obese and normal weight populations, reduction in emotional

eating, reduction in eating for external reasons (e.g. food packaging, time of
day). 

Impact on cravings does need more resarch. 2 studies conducted were only 1
day long and lab based so limited evidence. 3 studies found a reduction in

food intake, however one study only looked at lunchtime (Warren et al. 2017).
 



Underlying mechanisms of how
mindfullness is linked with its

effects

REDUCED RESPONSE TO
INTERNAL EMOTIONAL

CUES

Increased awareness of distressing
thoughts, emotions, sensations- ability to

tolerate them better and not over eat.
mindfulness reduces misperception of

emotions as hunger and therefore stops
increased eating in response to non-

physical cues. 

INCREASED
INTEROCEPTION  

Awareness of a persons internal
state. Physical factors such as
hunger and satiety. Increased

awareness allows to eat in
repsonse to physical cues of

hunger and satiety. 

INCREASED AWARENESS
& REDUCED RESPONSE

TO EXTERNAL CUES

Decreased reliance on environmental or
external cues. Increasing awareness of

an individual’s reactions to attractive
food items, and a recognition of these

reactions as passing mental states
rather than real experiences 



TRAINING IN MINDFULLNESS, MEDITATION,
MINDFUL EATING 

EMPHASIS ON AWARENESS OF BODY SENSATIONS,
EMOTIONS AND TRIGGERS TO OVEREAT.

10 OBESE PARTICPANTS (MEAN WEIGHT 101KG/M2
OUTCOMES MEASURED AT BASELINE,  AFTER 6 WEEKS
AND AFTER 12 WEEKS (FOLLOW UP)

Pilot Study - Mindullness in overweight/obese
population MINDFUL EATING & LIVING
(MEAL) (Dallen et al. 2010)

When we hear or think of mindfullness meditation what first
comes to mind? 



RESULTS 

Mindfullness Meditation is a refined systematic attention
strategy to reduce cognitive vulneraility to reactive modes
of mind that may heighten emotional distress
 (Bishop et al. 2004)

Average weight among particpants decreased over the 12 weeks
from 101kg to 97kg.
Average BMI decreased.
Reduction in physiological markers of CVD (C-reactive protein
decreased).
Moderate to Large increases in mindful eating subscales (observe,
awareness, decide).
Increase in Cognitive Restraint (P<0.05).
Decrease in disinhibition or loss of control over eating.
Binge eating reduced.
Reduction in depressive symptoms and negative affect. 

There are of course limitaitons including a really small sample size +
it is focused on overweight/obese individuals.



Steps to take to increase your own
mindful eating. 

 Notice all of your senses - what can you
see, hear, smell, taste, textures of the

food. 

Recognise any habits you may have such
as eating when working, eating while

multitasking, eating on autopilot e.g. when
watching TV.

Be aware of what triggers you
beginning to eat and what triggers you

to stop. 

Studies which now have linked mindful eating
to be negatively associated with BMI, reduced
compulsive eating in obese individuals, raised
self efficacy, reduced depression, anxiety &

emotional distress



TOPIC 4: Moving
forwards 

COACHEDBYG

Think of a time you overate,
emotionally ate or stress ate. 

You ate more than you had planned. 

 
Now what did you do the next day? 

"The food itself is not the issue but is in fact
the way in which we see, process and respond

to our eating habits"
 (Gibson 2022)



Typical ways of Reacting

Stressing and worrying
Calling ourselves names 
Statments like "I'm so fat'' "I have no
control", "Why am I like this"

Giving up "Whats the point"

Restriction 
Continuing to eat more
The never ending cycle 

COACHEDBYG

How we can better our response 

Overeat 
25%

Guilt, Wory, Shame
25%

Restrict to compensate
25%

Hunger
25%

Knowing we sometimes react (note I
said react not respond) empowers you

to break that cycle. 

When we react and don't pause, take a breathe or try
understand what we are doing or why, then the cycle

will continue. 
 

Allowing mindfullness to kick in can allow you to see
that your workload may be causing the eating, your

kids, your study, an argument with your partner,
lonliness etc. 

We fear feeling our feelings so we do not allow
for this pause. 

But you can start. 
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How we can better our response 

Realise we are human and overeating can occur from time to time (common
humanity)
Recognise that overeating or emotional eating is not the worst thing in the world
and emotional eating is a very real coping mechanism.
Develop alternative coping mechanisms.
Reminder that we are not failures if we overeat.
Ask "What is the outcome if I do restrict or continue to just keep eating" vrs the
outcome from stopping, breathing and moving forward.
Ask yourself how do you want to feel in an hour, tomorrow?
Call yourself out - Can you remind yourself of your values, are these actions letting
you live in line with those values or help your goals?
Understand WHY you overate in the first place, what was the driver? 
Practice MINDFULLNESS when we eat. 

We can: 



Everyday we have the choice to
nourish, protect and care for our
bodies. Every choice we make will

reflect itslef in years to come, so be
mindful of what you choose now.

 



Social Media and Contact
Information 

www.coachedbyg.ie
grainne_gibson grainnegibsoncoaching@gmail.com

https://coachedbyg.ie/


